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Update 12/04/20: Our admissions team is currently working with the NYC Department of Education department on a plan for 2021-2022 with a mind for safety and justice. The Department of Education asked us to wait before executing the admissions plan. Thank you for your patience and understanding and please continue to check for
more information. Information about the process of accepting new and virtual open houses will be available as soon as we receive information from NYCDOE. Please check here regularly. The Beacon School offers a college preparatory program with technologies and arts infused throughout the curriculum. Beacon emphasizes deep and
circumcised liberal education based on the principles of shared research and problem solving. Dates for open houses will be set later. OR Please send the form online to email id beaconhigh580@gmail.com (specify the subject of the email as Admission 21-22, Candidate name &amp;quot;Degree&amp;quot;, to which it applies).
Requirements One parent representative to present and verify the printed form, as well as all supporting documents. Parents must carry the original document as well as a copy of the following at the time of inspection of the document: Photo with the size of the child's colour passport (45 mm x 35 mm) Small size — Family photo (10 cm –
6×4) Only municipal birth certificate of the child in English. Official translation is required, if not in English. Proof of residence Aadhar Card of a father - optional Aadhar card per child - optional Rations family card / Phone bill / Electrification Act / Passport of the child's baptism - only for Christians academic certificates of qualification caste
(in the name of the child) – additional medical certificate - only for disabled ID proof of mother &amp;&amp;quot; The School (Beacon) is a well-regarded pre-school with many student activities and a strong reputation in New York. Beacon ranks in the top third of New York High School and has one of the highest English language scores
in the city. Read on to learn more about Beacon High School admission and whether Beacon High School is the right school for you. Mayak High School | School Review Beacon was founded in 1990 as an alternative to the usual Regents exam-based high school curriculum. Instead, the school focuses on portfolio-based assessments
and projects to measure students' achievements, which can be a great strategy for some learners. Today, there are some mandatory tests for every NY high school student, but the roots of Beacon's assessment remain obvious. Group and individual projects are key in evaluating students, and teenagers need to present a portfolio of their
best work to a group of teachers to perform to complete. The school has over over students, but still retains a strong focus on technology and the arts, as well as student leadership and activities. There are clubs for all kinds of interests, including the stock market, debate, UN model, film production and more – the student literary
magazine, Beacon Ink, publishes an exception student work and is a great way for lush artists and writers to share their projects with a wider audience. For more information, visit the Beacon website. Unlike some of the other NYC universities, Beacon requires a portfolio of students in addition to typical assessment and test requirements.
For all applicants, Beacon will only consider prospective students who have received a score of at least 85 or higher in English, history, science and math for the seventh-grade report at the end of the year. In addition to this break result, students must show at least 3 of their standard ELA and math exams. For applicants in private
schools, Beacon accepts equivalent ERB assessments. The last part of beacon's application is the student portfolio, which includes the final report card from 7th grade, exam results from 7th grade and two essays or the project. The first document or project must be a model of previous work in English, social sciences, humanities, or
mathematics class in 7th or 8th grade. The purpose of this sample document is to show the best work of the student in analytical thinking, as well as teachers' comments and evaluation. Some potential elements for inclusion will be a critical essay text for English class, scientific laboratory report testing hypothesis and similar documents or
projects. Beacon also requires an essay reception as part of a portfolio of no more than 500 words. Students should either discuss a person or experience that has had a significant impact, or show how they demonstrate learning outside the classroom through extracurricular activities. Mayak High School | The interview process once
Farah reviewed all student portfolios, the school invited strong students to interview in October and November of their 8th grade year. While this may sound stressful to students, it's a good step forward in the admissions process. In general, students will arrive at the school and write a short essay in several paragraphs in response to a
timely reaction – this is so that interviewers will be able to judge the strengths of each student's writing in a particular time environment. The focus is not so much on completing a perfect essay as on the transmission of ideas and showing a thoughtful approach to hints. In addition to reviewing the short essay, interviewers can focus on
working in the student's portfolio and admissions essay, and there may be questions about the student's previous work or attendance. It is also important for students to explain why they plan to choose Mayak first and why they think the school is appropriate. Read the main story High Stakes High schools in New York — and some of the
lengths go to get a little advantage. On last Tuesday, a 100 white parents who took in the rain toured Beacon High School, though the doors won't open for another two hours. Credit... Brittainy Newman /The New York TimesPost Nov. Parents who pay $200 for a newsletter drawn up by the local admissions consultant know that they must
arrive hours before the scheduled time for school trips. On a recent Tuesday, there were about a 100 white parents lining up at 2:30 p.m.m. in the rain outside Beacon High School, some cow snacks and even a few folding chairs for the long wait. The doors of the highly selective, hugely popular school will not open for another two hours
for the tour. The parents and students who arrived at the outset were a surprise. The line of several thousand people had enveloped, stretching across three blocks in Manhattan. Tens of thousands of eligible families were not there at all. Many New Yorkers can't leave their jobs in the middle of the day, and some students certainly don't
know that the open house or even the school exists in the first place. Mayak's acceptance rate is roughly similar to Yale's: there were more than 5,800 applicants for 360 ninth-grade places last year. The lines that surround Beacon and other elite high schools are a living symbol of the anxiety, competition and inequality that define New
York's segregated public school system. School admissions are considered perhaps the most earthly example of how the city is parting with privileged parents from vulnerable families. This dynamic was showing outside beacon's two houses. I'm my son's administrative assistant, that's the best way to say it, said Laura Kosik, who was
reunited early with her son thanks to advice from the newsletter created by consultant Elissa Stein. Ms. Kosik, who is white and lives in Manhattan near Union Square, also met with another school counselor, who took $240 an hour to give up counseling on the process. I feel like it's a job, she said. Lakka Moore and her son stood several
hundred people behind Ms. Kosik. I didn't know I should have come sooner, said Ms. Moore, who arrived about half an hour before the scheduled start, hoping to make it inside quickly. I wish they had put this on the site, added Ms. Moore, who is black and lives in Queens.Although New York's school system is predominantly black and
Latino, the best performing schools are largely white and Asian. Beacon's student population was semi-white last year, and about a quarter of its compared to about three-quarters of the county as a whole. A debate over how to make the city's best schools more representative of the city has reached fever pitch in the past year. In March, a
small number of black students were at an ultra-selective Stuyvesant High School that had lower-income students than Beacon, but a much smaller percentage of black and Latino students. In August, a commission commissioned by Mayor Bill de Blasio to study desegregation recommended that the city eliminate its predominantly white
and Asian gifted classes. Interviews with three dozen parents, students and educators revealed how high the stakes at the high school level feel, especially for many families - and how easy it is for some children to stay. ImageBeacon administrators are proud of the long lines for their open houses. Credit... You only have one chance to
understand four years of your child's education, said Alyssa Creagle, who joined Beacon's line early after reading Ms. Stein's newsletter. She waited with three other white mothers who met at her children's school in Manhattan. The four women have set up an informal admissions support group, complete with a common Google calendar,
stable group text and the promise of a company of long waits to tour schools. We're going through hell, Ms. Kriegel said. The Department of Education should do what Elisa Stein does for free, said Jill Tadeo, who is part of Ms. Kriegel's team. Ms. Stein said about 500 families had signed up for her fall newsletter, but noted that about
80,000 students are currently applying for high school. Ms Stein said she was offering discounted rates for low-income families and had registered some people for free. It shouldn't be that hard to go to high school, she said. Under a school choice system created by Michael R. Bloomberg when he was mayor, the city allows students to
apply for up to 12 high schools anywhere in New York City, and the algorithm matches children with one school. Some parents said the ranking process was so daunting that they turned to YouTube for strategies. While there is no punishment for students who do not attend a tour, beacon's two outdoor houses provide the only option most
families should see inside the school. The Department for Education said the school also organizes small student tours that are not advertised. Beacon, unlike Stuvesant, has no admissions test. But to earn a place, students must have high standardized test scores and grades, along with a strong portfolio of secondary schools and
admission essays. Students are much less likely to be accepted if they don't list Mayak as their top choice. One teacher at the school, who spoke on condition of anonymity, said he was not authorized to speak on condition of anonymity. in the school, they believe that enrollment reflects income, and where children grow up, not necessarily
academic ability. The teacher also said the school's administrators brag about the huge open lines of houses and believe the turnout is a source of pride. Beacon is not the only selective school that makes it difficult to tour. I feel like you have to indulge in the process of how psychopathic he is, how crazy he really is, really, said Nicole
Shaffer, a mother waiting online at Mayak. Credit... Brittainy Newman/The New York TimesStuyvesant usually has two houses that parents are waiting for, and Bronx Science, another specialized school, has only one. Other selective schools have tried to avoid lines by allowing parents to sign up for trips online. But tours are booked within
a few minutes; Ms Stein's newsletter sends reminders to register the time when slots are available. We have a private system for accepting public school resources, said Clara Conpol, the editor of Internal Schools, a website that visits local public schools. Schools interested in fairness and access have found a way to deal with this. Bard
High School Early College, which typically has about 7,000 applicants for 300 newcomer places on its two different campuses, offers weekly school trips and holds events for families to learn about the school in all five neighborhoods. Another highly selective school, Manhattan Hunter Uchisch, stopped its open houses after the lines
became too touching. The school has already posted virtual tours on its website. Bedford Academy, a high-performing, predominantly black school in Brooklyn, kept its open houses on Saturday.Free for all lines at Beacon and LaGuardia High School, a competitive performing arts school, felt intimidating to some parents. Joanne Ban and
her son moved past a taxi station near the West Side Freeway to join a line of at least 1,000 people outside beacon last month. I'm saying, what's the big deal about this school that you have this long line? ms. Ban, who is black and lives in Harlem. What are my chances, how many seats can they take? She added: 'I should be able to get
a good school in my community. Many families have said there are not enough good options. Ms. Conpol said the city could take action by increasing the number of places in high-performing high schools that do not have strict academic admissions requirements. It's not a brain, she said. Parents and children are at work during the wait.
One mother, who was writing on a laptop, said she would have to hold a conference call while she was in line. Credit... Brittain Newman/The New York TimesWe are looking hard at admissions processes, said Rector Richard A. desegregation is a top priority. Holly Potter, who studies school integration at the Century Foundation, said the
current system is deeply flawed: There's a good reason why this isn't the way other cities and districts approach high school. Meanwhile, families have remained on the edge they can find. Maxwell Damoa and Paulina Aarchin, both immigrants from Ghana, stood on one of the Mayak lines last month as drizzle turned into constant rain.
They said they were grateful that their daughters were enrolled in Breakthrough, a local program for low-income students that offers mentoring through the high school admissions process and reminders of open houses, among others services.Mr. Momo, who works a night shift at the nearby Hilton Hotel, said he wanted to give his



daughter the best options. I want her not to be like me, she works at night, he said. It was very stressful, but I hope at the end of the day, better things will move in. Ms. Agin said her daughter was a valedictorian at a classroom in the Bronx and hopes to attend a high-performing school like Beek. We wish Beaken well, Ms. A hin said. But
without Breakthrough, she added, maybe I don't know about this school.
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